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cauldron jack mcdevitt 9780441016501 amazon com books - cauldron jack mcdevitt on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers chosen as one of the five best sf novels of the year by library journal when a young physicist unveils an
efficient star drive capable of reaching the core of the galaxy, odyssey academy jack mcdevitt khristine hvam - odyssey
academy jack mcdevitt khristine hvam on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers to boost waning interest in
interstellar travel a mission is sent into deep space to learn the truth about moonriders, a talent for war wikipedia - a talent
for war is a science fiction mystery novel by american writer jack mcdevitt the story of a search by alex benedict the
protagonist to discover the nature of a mysterious project alex s uncle had been working on at the time of his death this
investigation leads deep into the history of a war between human civilization and a neighboring alien civilization and
challenges the, vacuum exposure in science fiction geoffrey a landis - footnotes the earliest science fiction work in
which a character survives exposure to vacuum is apparently the three part serial exiles of the moon by nathan schachner
and arthur leo zagat appearing in hugo gernsback s magazine wonder stories no 28 30 sept nov 1931 in response to
readers letters schachner defended his character s survival of an exposure to the vasuum of space in a, big dumb object
tv tropes - the jokers in the dark side of the sun and the predecessor species from strata both by terry pratchett had a
hobby of building big dumb objects the jokers built probably the biggest dumbest object of all which was a chain link star
system made with as far as humans and other remaining species can tell a complete disregard for the laws of physics, mile
long ship tv tropes - the isv venture star in avatar is stated in some sources to be about 1500 meters long almost a mile
the same is true for its 11 sister ships of the capital star class in fact the length is considered small and is only possible with
the use of unobtainium the original ship sent from earth to alpha centauri was 4 kilometers 2 5 miles long in order to make
room for massive refrigeration
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